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best sellerHerbs are the spice of life. They can turn an ordinary meal into a mouth-watering feast.

As much as we love to cook with herbs, we often donâ€™t buy all the herbs weâ€™d like because of

their high cost. But there is a solution--Dr. John Stone and his new book Container Herb Gardening

Made Easy, the ultimate go-to guide for container herb gardening. From knowing the benefits of

growing your own herbs (and there are many!) to the actual process of creating your container herb

garden, Dr. Stoneâ€™s concise and easy to follow blueprint is the answer to all your container

gardening prayers, this guide even includes plans on how you can quickly make your own

greenhouse with very little time or expense. Get your copy today and let the leading expert in

container herb gardening guide you into a plentiful harvest of herbs. Here Is A Preview Of What

You'll Learn...The Benefits Of Growing Your Own Herbs The Basics Of Growing Herbs In

Containers Useful Tools The Potting Soil  Selecting The Right Container Watering Container Herbs 

How To Grow Herbs Indoors Eleven Herbs You Can Grow In containers How To Make Your Own

Miniature Green House At Very Little Cost Much, much more!Readers say......."Gardening is one of

my passions. I have found this book to be full of practical advice for starting an herb garden. Dried

herbs simply don't compare to growing and having your own, fresh herbs available. Maintaining your

own garden gives you such a feeling of tranquility. This book is full of practical advice and makes an

emerging gardener feel as though they can tackle this project. I've always had problems keeping my

herbs alive, watering too much or too little or having the wrong soil mix. Many different common

herbs are addressed and information is given in a clear format as to the care and handling of them

all. I highly recommend this book to any gardener looking to start an herb garden!!!!".......Julie

Armat. "Having Herbs on hand and in easy reach all the time is great. The knowledge of knowing

what each herb likes and dislikes (light, water, etc.) helps get every thing off to a good start. I will be

going back to this book many times".......Frannie Vice "This very short book makes growing

container herbs seem so easy. It wasn't time consuming but packed alot of information in a small

space. Kinda like a container herb garden. I didn't realize some are perennials, so I can count on

them to regrow every season. This very concise book made me feel like this is something I could

do".................anne  Get Your Copy Now! Tags: Garden In A Small Space Pot Plant, Natural Living

Decorating On A Budget, Green Diet Cooking Book, Indoor Plants Organic Gardening, For

Beginners, Ideas, 101
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Fed up with buying dried herbs or paying a high price for fresh herbs? How much work is it to grow

your own? Not much! This book will show you how!What's the point of growing your own? The

author lists 11 points and expounds on each one. Some points are:Save money * Healthier * An

opportunity to learn (I love this point! Keep those little gray cells growing!) * Never run out * Enhance

the flavor of your cooking.Guess what? Herbs don't need much fertilizer and in fact over feeding

some can kill them! That works for me as I always forget to "feed" my plants. Once established they

require very little maintenance.Hints on how to choose the correct container, how much light, which

ones to combine in companion planting etc are provided.Basic tools are covered in Chapter 3. In

Chapter 4 we learn which soil mix is best and there is even a soil recipe included.Did you know that

rosemary and oregano can tolerate a certain amount of neglect?The chapter on the ten good herbs

to plant indoors actually contains eleven and they are:Basil * Chives * Cilantro * Dill * Fennel *

Marjoram * Mint * Oregano * Parsley * Rosemary * SageI LOVE cooking with herbs but have to

admit up to now, not having a very green thumb, have seldom attempted my own. Now's the time to

change! Fresh herbs here we come!HIGHLY RECOMMEND this well-written book.



Gardening is one of my passions. I have found this book to be full of practical advice for starting an

herb garden. Dried herbs simply don't compare to growing and having your own, fresh herbs

available. Maintaining your own garden gives you such a feeling of tranquility. This book is full of

practical advice and makes an emerging gardener feel as though they can tackle this project. I've

always had problems keeping my herbs alive, watering too much or too little or having the wrong

soil mix. Many different common herbs are addressed and information is given in a clear format as

to the care and handling of them all.I highly recommend this book to any gardener looking to start

an herb garden!!!!

gardening is one of my best past time since childhood, and now i love my experience even more.

we all need natural herbs, whether in kitchen or for sake of medicines(i generally prefer homemade

meds then going straight for medicines) and this helped me to grow that all precious herbs in my

backyard. buying all the herbs was not possible for me, since i am generally on a tight budget plan,

but thanks to this book it reduced my expenditure and helped me to get all those herbs for myself. a

great book

Herb gardening was never so easy. This book gives in and out of container gardening and actually

goes extra miles in giving the practical advises. If you are looking for book on container gardening

then no need to look further. Highly recommended

Good overview of herbs and how to grow them indoors. However, I had to hold back a star for the

poor spelling and grammar, and the enormous type. Some of it seemed less an educational article

than an SEO optimized hook.

The author has done a great job with the explaining their viewpoint on how to garden. If one, is a

beginner or a skilled gardener, they will gain great insight from this book. I recommend this book to

everyone!

This is an awesome book on growing your own herbs. The author does a great job in offering

practical advice that makes it as simple as possible to grow your own herbs. Especially for those of

us who live extremely busy lives, container gardening is the way to go. I recommend this book as a

guide to a healthy home and saving money. Great book!



This very short book makes growing container herbs seem so easy. It wasn't time consuming but

packed alot of information in a small space. Kinda like a container herb garden. I didn't realize some

are perennials, so I can count on them to regrow every season. This very concise book made me

feel like this is something I could do.
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